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 we would like to classify the ornaments that appear in the product. A search for the term "products" will result in an interface
with rows of text. The only meaningful rows will be in the ontology that relate products to products in any dimension. The

following query will return an ontology that contains all products and all of the relations that connect the products to each other:
SELECT * FROM Products.To know how to do this efficiently, we start with a blank ontology and see how the product-to-
product relation works. For now, we will focus on getting the logical structure of this ontology correct. Logical structure is

defined in terms of the relationships between concepts and class members, the functions that classes perform, and the roles that
concepts perform in that structure. One way to logically structure an ontology is to begin with the relations between classes, then

add the classes and their members, and finally end with the top-level classes and their members. Another way to logically
structure an ontology is to start with the top-level classes, add their members, then the classes and their members. Finally, we

can structure an ontology using either of these two basic approaches, and this is fine. However, it is more efficient to begin with
the relations, adding classes and members, and then end with the top-level classes. Hence, in this tutorial we begin with the
relations, adding classes and members, and end with the top-level classes and their members. We will look at the three basic

structure building operations. Only in a real project would you use something other than the most natural ordering. That is, we
start with the relations, add classes and members, and end with the top-level classes and their members. Let's begin by writing

the ontology so far: Class: Product Class: Product Category Class: Product Category Class: Product Sub-Class: Product Product
Product Product Sub-Class: Product Product Product Sub-Class: Product This ontology says that every product is a product and

every product is a sub-product. Products have no attributes. Products also have no properties. In addition to these two
relationships, a product is a type of product and a product is a category of products. Products can have relationships to other

products, and they can be the subject of other products. The primary purpose of a product ontology is to define the structure of
a product-based application. If this ontology is the only ontology that we have, then it is sufficient to represent the product
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